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A Sinful Mitzvah
by R. Gidon Rothstein

10 Kislev: R. Uzziel on Mitzvah HaBa’ah Be-‘Averah

Shu”t Mishpetei Uzziel 4; Inyanim Kelaliyim 6, dated 10 Kislev 5700 (he writes it as taf- resh- nun- nun, 400−200−50−50, I think so it will have four letters 
in Hebrew, instead of just the two letters taf- shin), responds to a teacher at Porat Yosef (the famed Sephardic yeshiva in the Old City of Jerusalem where, 
among others, R. Ovadya Yosef studied). The latter had sent some of his chiddushei Torah, insights into topics of Torah, and R. Uzziel reacts.

A Stolen Lulav

As we have seen many times, the sign of respect in these situations was to share return thoughts, critiquing elements of the first person’s presentation. R. 
Uzziel takes up the question of mitzvah de- Rabbanan ha-ba’ah be-‘averah, how halachah views a Jew who fulfills a rabbinic commandment by 
transgressing a prohibition. Maggid Mishneh (Laws of Lulav 8;1) assumed Rambam held a Jew cannot use a stolen lulav on the first day of Sukkot even 
after ye’ush, after the owner has despaired of recovering his item. [He does not say why: as we will see, it’s either because the thief does not own it or 
because s/ he acquired it sinfully.]

Kessef Mishneh disagreed; he understood Rambam to accept the Talmudic view which focused on ownership as the problem with a stolen lulav.Once 
there’s ye’ush, the despair of the original owner, the thief’s lifting the lulav to fulfill the mitzvah means there’s ye’ush with shinui reshut, a change of the 
person in legal control of the object, which fully transfers ownership in halachah. The man’s still a thief, but he would seem to have performed a valid act 
of this mitzvah. [People deficient in one way can and do fulfill other mitzvot, often].

R. Uzziel’s correspondent had suggested Maggid Mishneh might have assumed Rambam had the same view as Tosafot, who said all opinions in the 
Gemara acknowledge a mitzvah ha-ba’ah be-‘averah problem on the first day of Sukkot, where the obligation is Biblical. Owned or not, the lulav is 
permanently disqualified for this thief because of the sin he committed in acquiring it.

It’s too good an idea, R. Uzziel says, for Kessef Mishneh to have missed. On second thought, though, Tosafot’s claim seems to contradict the Gemara, 
which says Shemuel (the amomra, rabbi of the time of the Talmud, who focused on ownership as the problem) did not think theft was a factor on the first 
day. Only on subsequent days, when the rabbinic obligation of lulav did not include an ownership requirement, did Shemuel bring up theft.

R. Uzziel suggests Kessef Mishneh did not mention Tosafot because of this glaring hole in their reasoning [a surprising idea, since halachic authors do not 
usually ignore troubling claims by predecessors, they argue with them; perhaps R. Uzziel means Kessef Mishneh did not bring up Tosafot as a way to read 
Rambam—as Maggid Mishneh did– because of the problems he saw. He did not consider how Tosafot would have explained themselves, however, because 
Rambam was his subject, not Tosafot. R. Uzziel will suggest an explanation for Tosafot, below].

Kessef Mishneh instead read Rambam to mean ye’ush (despairing of recovery) alone does not create ownership; after that, the lulav can be used, since 
Rambam did not think mitzvah ha-ba’ah be-‘averah was relevant (as Shemuel seems to say in the Gemara).

The Opposite of Tosafot

Moving away from what Rambam did or did not hold, R. Uzziel thinks mitzvah ha-ba’ah be–’averah should apply more to Rabbinic commandments than to 
Biblical ones. He concedes Rosh agrees with Tosafot, but thinks it does not make sense—if sin on the way to a mitzvah invalidates the mitzvah, the 
principle seems equally applicable to rabbinic as well as Biblical mitzvot.

Rosh had raised the Gemara’s citation of Tehillim 10;3—“botzei’a beirech ni- etz Hashem, a thief who blesses reviles Hashem,” to say one cannot make a 
berachah on such a mitzvah. While he seems to have thought the rule included the bracha on shaking a lulav, R. Uzziel says perhaps it can be limited to 
where the mitzvah is the blessing (such as Grace After Meals).

Tosafot Might Agree
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R. Uzziel cannot let himself leave Tosafot unexplained, because of a traditional interpretation of Devarim 32;47, “ki lo davar reik hu mi- kem.” The phrase 
is often translated as “for they are not idle words for you,” but more literally means “for it is not an empty matter from you.” Chazal add, “if it’s empty—
it’s from you,” meaning when a piece of Torah looks incomprehensible or wrong, it’s our fault, not the Torah’s.

He suggests Tosafot understood Shemuel to follow a view found in Yerushalmi, few of the factors which would invalidate a lulav on the first day apply on 
the later days, including its having been stolen (when Chazal obligated Jews to shake a lulav all seven days of Sukkot outside the Temple, this view says, 
they allowed many kinds of lulavim which could not have been used the first day, including a stolen one). If so, Rosh’s concern about making a berachah 
on such a lulav goes away as well; since Chazal decided such lulavim could be used, the blessing is no worse than the mitzvah itself.

The idea of later days of Sukkot using a more lenient standard [true in the Bavli as well, for dried out lulavim, for example], means neither Rambam or 
Tosafot necessarily excluded rabbinic commandments from mitzvah ha-ba’ah be-‘averah. Lulav was an exception, leaving the general principle intact, one 
cannot fulfill a mitzvah (even rabbinic) when it takes a sin to get there.

Where the Sin is Rabbinic

This rabbi also read Rashi to have said mitzvah ha-ba’ah be- averah does not interfere with rabbinic obligations. R. Uzziel disagrees, based first on a 
disagreement about the plain meaning of Rashi’s words (which I am not repeating here, because it’s too technical).

More broadly, he thinks the idea does not make sense. It’s possible Chazal would have exempted all their commandments from such a principle, but 
unlikely, since Chazal often made their rules more strict than Torah law, to be sure people treated them with the proper respect, not less strict.

A counterexample would be a sukkah at the top of a tree. The Gemara says one can fulfill the mitzvah by residing in such a sukkah, despite the person’s 
violating a rabbinic prohibition each time s/ he climbs the tree on Yom Tov, the holiday days of Sukkot. R. Uzziel dismisses the issue of the severity of the 
prohibition. In his view, the loophole here lies in the separation between the sin and the mitzvah; the violation occurs on the way to the sukkah, not once 
the person arrives.

Sins Where the Principle Does Not Come Into Play

We might bring a counterexample from matzah carried on Shabbat, the first night of Pesach (without an eruv). The sin again happens before the mitzvah, 
so R. Uzziel’s rule should mean we could use the matzah for the mitzvah. Here, another problem arises, says R. Uzziel, the sin happened to the item of 
mitzvah itself, tainting it irrecoverably. The sukkah in the tree was not used or implicated in the climbing which preceded it.

In addition to the question of whether the sin inheres in the item of mitzvah, the sukkah could definitely be used without problem during the intermediate 
days of the holiday. As an item of mitzvah, then, the sukkah definitely works, there just is a problem getting there on some days. Should a person violate a 
rabbinic rule to get there, s/ he fulfills a mitzvah, since the sukkah is an item of mitzvah (the Gemara actually says the person should also climb down, 
because sitting there all day increases the likelihood of a worse violation, pulling off a piece of the tree).

Financial Differences of Rabbinic Sins

The rabbi writing R. Uzziel took his discussion another step, to explain why Rambam required a refund by someone who had sold Biblically prohibited 
food, regardless of whether the food was still in existence (even if the buyer ate what turned out to be pig). For rabbinically prohibited foods, Rambam 
obligated a refund only if the purchaser still had the food in his/her possession. R. Uzziel compliments his idea, but thinks it starts with a mistaken 
assumption. The man thinks the money is returned because the buyer got no benefit, where R. Uzziel thinks Chzal fined the seller, only for Biblically 
prohibited items.

I’m skipping the ins and outs of his discussion, but he mentions an interesting claim of Ketzot, who said unwittingly eating Biblically prohibited food 
requires atonement and repentance, but not rabbinically prohibited food (only a willful violation needs atonement).

Ketzot inferred his idea from Eruvin 47, which tells us how to handle a situation where we do not know the proper halachic ruling. For rabbinic issues, the 
Gemara says to act as seems best in the moment, then investigate the issue thoroughly, advice which makes sense only if transgressions in error are not 
deep problems. For Biblical prohibitions, the Gemara says to investigate the law thoroughly before acting, because—says Ketzot—all transgressions, 
regardless of what the sinner knew or did not, are exactly that serious.

R. Uzziel is not convinced the line of reasoning matters here. Just the price difference between Biblically permissible and prohibited food might explain 
why we require the seller to return the money (since the buyer paid the higher price). Besides, he thinks the evidence shows mitzvah ha-ba’ah be-‘averah, 
wherever it applies, does so equally for rabbinic laws as for Biblical ones (except for explicit exceptions, such as lulav after the first day). And it does so, 
he throws in, for rabbinic commandments which amend or append an existing Biblical one as well as for those with no direct basis in Torah law (which are 
sometimes differentiated from each other).
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When sin is essential to the performance of a mitzvah, rabbinic or Biblical, or becomes inherent to the item to be used in the mitzvah, it interferes with 
the fulfillment, rabbinic or Biblical.

Tikkun Olam’s Problems
by R. Gil Student

When I first began reading Jonathan Neumann’s To Heal The World? How the Jewish Left Corrupts Judaism and Endangers Israel, I enthusiastically 
endorsed it on Facebook. To my surprise, that post was excerpted as a PR blurb for the book. Since then, many thoughtful reviewers have written about 
the book, forcing me to rethink my original praise. Despite all this, I maintain my original enthusiasm for the book and feel a need to explain why. 
Neumann follows mainstream history and theology, although those who do not like his message may call him ignorant and uninformed. There are only two 
ways you can paint this book as uninformed: 1) You quibble and turn minor arguments into major failings (eg a brief, toss-away mention of Jewish history 
that is Eurocentric) or 2) you believe that contemporaries can read whatever they want into Judaism and object to his rejection of that.

This last point is significant and goes to the heart of his critique. There are those who claim that rabbinic methodology allows for near- infinite malleability, 
that the creativity of rabbinic thought invites us to create likewise. To them, there is real meaning in what we read into the texts. The fact of rabbinic 
debate (often artificially magnified or even manufactured by imaginative academics) means that anything goes. This is the chaos of liberal Jewish 
theology. It may be based in Jewish texts but it is not based on Jewish texts.

Put differently, the bulk of Tikkun Olam scholarship amounts to careless homiletics. There is room for sermonizing and sloganeering in Judaism but not in 
a way that undermines its central messages. As Neumann points out, “Tzedek tzedek tirdof, Justice, justice you shall pursue” (Deut. 16:20) refers to the 
pursuit of a proper court verdict. Neumann leaves it at that but he should have gone further. Many homileticists and aphorizers use this biblical phrase to 
teach important life lessons. For example, the Chasidic master, Reb Simcha Bunim of Peshischa, taught that our pursuit of justice must be just itself. 
However, such homiletic usages reflect not the text itself but the speaker’s ideas.1 While based in a Jewish text, they are only Jewish messages if they 
emerge otherwise from Judaism. The text serves as a communication medium, as form not content. Neumann shows that Tikkun Olam scholarship consists 
mainly of homiletics, often heretical and consistently emerging from secular sources. It is progressive ideology with a sprinkling of cherry- picked biblical 
and rabbinic texts read with a heavy dose of preconceived notions.

Throughout history, when Jewish theologians have imported external thought, they have done it with care and without contradicting traditional ideas. 
They used the theology to connect the dots, not to create new dots. In contrast, as Neumann notes, “there is no indication that any Jewish social justice 
assumptions have been substantively revised in the light of traditional sources.” Rabbinic texts are window dressing; Tikkun Olam is a slogan to render 
foreign ideas kosher. I don’t mean to imply that no hard work goes into Tikkun Olam Torah. I am sure that some people agonize over it. But that hard work 
comes from attempting to reconcile ancient texts with contemporary views, rather than letting the texts speak themselves. It takes great effort and 
sometimes ingenuity to make timeless wisdom conform to today’s trends.

Neumann’s main argument boils down to: 1) the texts quoted do not support the progressive views purportedly derived from them and 2) those views are 
taken from outside Judaism. I still could quibble with Neumann on certain points but I don’t think that is a fair review of a popular (as opposed to 
academic) work. In general, this book is fantastic; the research is strong, as seen in the endnotes; the thesis is clear and correct; and the writing is 
compelling. This book reveals the contortions of progressive Jewish scholars who try to force a religion of laws and values into a politics of lawlessness 
and non-judgmentalism. Who would have imagined preaching sexual acceptance in the name of a religion that prescribes execution for sexual sins? The 
intellectual gymnastics are hard to conceive yet commonplace in the anything-goes world of Tikkun Olam.

Do not make a mistake — Neumann is not advocating conservative politics. He isn’t advocating any politics at all. We try in vain to derive specific policies 
from general Jewish attitudes; the applications are too complex for anything more than directional guidance. Neumann’s book is not about politics but 
rather a social commentary about the weaponization of religion in service of radical progressive politics. The same book can be (and probably has been) 
written about 1980’s Settler religious-politics in Israel. Politicizing religion cheapens religion and falsely sanctifies politics. Both are dangerous, as 
Neumann expertly shows.

In other words, read this book.

1. See Rav Ya’akov Kamenetsky, Emes Le-Ya’akov Al Ha- Torah , Gen. 34:13 n. 20 ↩

Muktzeh during Bein Hashemashot
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by R. Daniel Mann

Question: May one “violate” muktzeh during bein hashemashot (=bhs; the time between sunset and nightfall treated as a doubt of day or night) based on 
the rule of sefika d’rabbanan l’kula (we are lenient in cases of doubt of a Rabbinic prohibition) even without a mitzva need. If not, why?

Answer: The gemara (Eiruvin 32b) cites R. Yehuda Hanasi (=RYHN) as saying that anything that is forbidden only Rabbinically on Shabbat is permitted 
during bhs. The gemara’s language implies that the Rabbis made a conscious decision to not extend their prohibitions to this period, not that it is based 
on sefika d’rabbanan l’kula. The Rosh Yosef (Shabbat 34a) does attribute RYHN’s rule to safek d’rabbanan l’kula, but he points out that this rule does not 
apply to all Rabbinic laws. If it were a simple application of safek d’rabbanan l’kula, it would apply equally to bein hashemashot entering Shabbat and 
bein hashemashot ending Shabbat. Saturday evening bhs is actually the subject of debate among the poskim (see Mishna Berura 342:2 and Biur Halacha 
ad loc.). In any case, the RYHN’s rule is “on the books” at least for Friday evening. However, there is a need for further halachic exploration.

The Rambam (Shabbat 24:10, accepted by the Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 342:1) writes that the leniency applies only when it is needed to enable a 
mitzva or in a pressing situation. How great must this need be? On the one hand, the Mishna Berura cites the Gra as requiring the pressing need to be a 
great one. On the other hand, he writes (Biur Halacha, ad loc.) that even if the thing only adds oneg (enjoyment) to Shabbat, this is considered for a 
mitzva, even if there are alternatives. This seems to contradict what he writes (in Mishna Berura 261:4), in the context of taking ma’aser during bein 
hashemashot, that it is a mitzva only when there is not alternative food. The needs of guests are generally equivalent to those of mitzva (Rama, OC 333:1).

As we mentioned, not all d’rabbanans are equal. A mishna (Shabbat 34a) mentions actions that are permitted during bhs (eiruv chateizrot, hatmana, 
ma’aser of d’mai), and there are strong indications that these are permitted without special need. On the other hand, many poskim say that certain 
Rabbinic prohibitions are forbidden even during bhs for a mitzva because they bring one too close to a Torah- level Shabbat violation (see Mishna Berura 
342:1). One example is a melacha that is done in the form of a melacha she’eina tzricha l’gufa. In the other direction, some say that actions that are 
forbidden as weekday- like activity or melacha –related speech do not require special need (see Dirshu 342:11).

Where does muktzeh stand in this regard? Some explanations of muktzeh connect it to the concern that one will come to fully violate Shabbat, e.g., 
carrying to a reshut harabim (see Rambam and Ra’avad, Shabbat 24:13). However, indications are that muktzeh is a regular Rabbinic law in our regard, 
as the Mishna Berura (394:3) posits.

These halachot are of limited practical value. According to our consensus (against Rabbeinu Tam), bhs begins directly after what we call sunset. Although 
many communities do not consider it night for 20–25 minutes, since the core opinion is that bhs is around 13 minutes, we do not allow Rabbinic 
prohibitions beyond that (Orchot Shabbat 27:(69)). Another time issue is tosefet Shabbat, which prevents us from doing work before actual nightfall (see 
Shulchan Aruch, OC 261:1). While RYHN’s rule does not impact tosefet regarding the Torah level, it is likely that a short time at the end of bhs should be 
free of Rabbinic prohibitions as well (Biur Halacha to 342:1). It is permitted to apply RYHN’s leniency after one personally accepted Shabbat, when there 
is proper need (Shemirat Shabbat K’hilchata 46:19 rules this way, despite citing dissenters). However, once the community has, as a group, accepted 
Shabbat (through davening, probably, at Mizmor Shir …), an individual may no longer use this leniency (Mishna Berura 261:28).

Creation Shows Us God
by R. Gidon Rothstein

I have come to believe I cannot overstress how much I chop from R. Yitzchak Arama’s ‘Akedat Yitzchak to present what seem to me his core ideas. With all 
my efforts, he still unfolds his worldview slowly, the crucial points becoming clear only with a periodic review of what he repeats most, what he insists on 
telling us over and over.

Now that we’ve finished his reading of the so- called Creation story, including the first Shabbat, let’s see what cropped up repeatedly, seem to have been 
linchpins of his picture.

Patterns, Causes, and Free Will

I think he most frequently spoke about the world leading us to realize Hashem’s existence and role in the world, if we look properly. The order in creation, 
its regular cause and effect, points unavoidably to a First Cause, Who gives it direction (part of why astrology could work, because there really is a plan 
and destiny which the stars reveal) and purpose, which we either further or hamper with our actions.

Causation moves items from their original form to their more completed one. The Torah values the completion, which is why it tells us of an item only 
once completed (not begun, such as the sun, moon, and stars, which we hear about only on the fourth day, although they were created on the first), and 
why Hashem only adjudges items ki tov, good, when they move from a lesser form to their best form.
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Similarly, Hashem waited a night’s length before creating light to make a lasting point: light (and wisdom, for which it serves as a metaphor) removes 
darkness (or ignorance). Hashem wants us and the world to go from lack to perfection.

The World Unfolds In Stages

Another remarkable aspect of R. Arama’s view was his insistence both on Hashem’s continued active involvement in the world—more than just the aloof 
Supplier of universe- sustaining shefa or life force, as philosophers saw Hashem—and on the idea of Hashem stepping back, two different times, to let 
Creation happen somewhat on its own.

After Hashem created light on the first day, which meant or included the angels for R. Arama, he says Hashem left those angels to shape the emerging 
world (according to Hashem’s plan and direction, but not managed completely by Hashem Himself, as it were). Then again, when the Torah says Hashem 
stopped creation on the seventh day, R. Arama read it to mean Hashem stopped actively supplying new building blocks to Nature, left the world to build, 
combine, and develop according (generally) to the laws of Nature.

Hashem still actively oversees the world (as expressed in a phrase of our liturgy R. Arama stresses, ha- mechadesh be- tuvo be- chol yom ma’aseh Bereshit, 
Who renews Creation in His goodness, every day) and occasionally interrupts or changes its natural workings, but the goal is for the world (and people, as 
we’ll see) to develop greater and greater perfection.

Unfolding is Central to Jewish Conduct, Too

In a side point I assume we’ll see once the Torah gets to it, R. Arama paralleled the construction of the Mishkan to Creation. The Jews assembled 
materials, similar to Hashem’s providing the basic material for creation from nothing, brought them together to build the structure (like what happened 
during the six days of Creation), and then left it for its continuing service, like the world was then left to unfold. He seems to me interested in highlighting 
this threefold process as how productive creation works.

The idea of development explains the Midrash with which he opened the fourth sha’ar, which portrayed Shabbat as complaining about how nothing 
happens on her day. Since development is what matters, Shabbat sees herself as consigned to irrelevance. Hashem’s naming the Jewish people as her 
partner means Jews will spend the day asserting creation ex nihilo, a weekly declaration which importantly advances the world’s proper development.

The Supernatural As Well

R. Arama focuses on the natural world, because humans by and large see only the natural. At the same time, he makes clear he accepts a supernatural 
realm as well. He thought we find Hashem in the middle of the ladder of causation, because all of what happens in the supernatural realm is beyond 
ordinary human insight. Too, the Torah only hints at the creation of the angels, and leaves the “upper waters” unexplained beyond their one mention.

He has a complicated relationship with angels, whom he concedes guide the planets’ motions (he resisted the idea because philosophers argued for it, 
accepted it only because Chazal did). Angels are, for R. Arama, the light created on the first day.

Torah itself is also partially supernatural. Troubled by the idea of Torah serving human purposes, he differentiated between the intellectual/ spiritual entity 
which served as the blueprint of Creation, consists of black fire written on white fire, and the physical Torah we possess, which directs the Jewish people 
how to live. The latter is part of our fully natural world, the former part of the upper world we access only prophetically.

The life- force has a supernatural element, produced only by Hashem. Prophets who started many other miracles on their own, such as Eliyahu and Elisha, 
needed to pray to Hashem when they wanted to bring children back to life, says R. Arama, because of this supernatural aspect.

People as the Bridge and Focus

In a world of causation, the perceptive among us, such as Avraham Avinu, infer lessons of character and conduct as well as Hashem’s existence and 
involvement. Hashem does remain in the background, however, to allow for human free will, a central point of creation, in R. Arama’s view. Like the 
world, people are meant to develop, to use their free will to enhance their tzelem Elokim, the ways in which they are similar to Hashem.

R. Arama thought people were the bridge between the unfolding natural and the supernatural hovering in the background (with Elokim how the Torah 
refers to the Gd of Nature, Hashem the Gd Who takes account of exceptional or individual cases). People are physical beings who also have an 
intellectual/spiritual side, and are tasked with overcoming or disciplining the physical in the service of the spiritual. Any one person who does, let alone 
whole communities, can justify and support all of creation.

Humanity’s centrality shows itself also in how R. Arama counts the ten sayings of creation. When Hashem told the first humans to be fruitful and multiply, 
and then told them they were permitted to make use of the entire Garden other than the Tree of Knowledge, those were building blocks of creation, he 
held, part of how Hashem built a functioning world.
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What We’re Not Told

The idea of the Torah mentioning and/ or hinting at areas of knowledge without elaborating on them comes up several other times. R. Arama responds to 
the accusation of Torah’s narrowness—whereas philosophers dealt more fully with what his listeners thought of as the crucial questions—by saying we 
can leave to others the more subordinate wisdoms or disciplines, if we are already focused on the important one, how to serve Hashem.

In his world, there’s what we cannot know, which the Torah leaves out, as well as what we need not know. We focus on what’s left.

It Started With Hashem, Now It’s Up to Us

In short, what I have been able to glean from R. Arama is his belief in a world set up by Hashem, continuingly supported and guided by Hashem—more or 
less intrusively—to enable people, and the world at whose center they stand, to develop ever upwards in their recognition of Hashem, their development 
of the sides of themselves which bring them closer to Hashem.

We’ll see how that all plays out in weeks to come.

Angels and Afterlife
by R. Gil Student

I. Angels and Visions

The Torah speaks explicitly about angels but gives little detail about these supernatural creatures. A debate about these biblical narratives reflects not 
only different understandings about the nature of angels but also about other crucial concepts.

According to Jewish tradition, Avraham is visited by three angels (Gen. 18:1). Rambam (Moreh Nevukhim 2:42; Mishneh Torah, Hilkhos Yesodei Ha- Torah 
2:3–4) writes that any time the Bible speaks of people seeing angels, it occurs in a vision. Angels are incorporeal and cannot be seen. Therefore, the Torah 
begins by saying generally that God revealed Himself to Avraham and then gave details about the content of that prophetic vision, i.e. the three angels 
visiting.

Ramban (Gen., ad loc.) sharply disagrees. The details of the narrative seem meaningless if they never really happened. Technically, Avraham did not see a 
vision of God in this passage. Therefore, the first verse cannot be a summary of the angels’ visit. Also, how can we call everyone who saw an angel a 
prophet when people whom we know were not prophets, such as Lot, Hagar and Daniel, saw angels? And if the angels were just a vision, did Lot and his 
family never leave Sodom? Rather, explains the Ramban, angels generally appear in visions but when the Bible states that the angels appeared as people, 
it means that God created some sort of a physical body for them.

II. Angels and Bodies

R. Yitzchak Arama (Akeidas Yitzchak, no. 19) disagrees with the Rambam in principle, that we can only see angels in visions and not physically. However, 
he rejects Ramban’s specific criticisms of the Rambam’s view. He points out that we find many times that someone who saw an angel is referred to as 
having seen God. And the details of the vision serve the same purpose as the details of narrative had they all occurred as told.

Regarding the non- prophets who saw angels, the Rambam (ibid.) explicitly addressed this. He said that they received a non- prophetic vision, because they 
were not capable of attaining actual prophecy.

In his commentary on Moreh Nevukhim (2:42), Abarbanel adds that God could, if He wanted, create bodies for angels. However, in his Torah commentary, 
Abarbanel (Gen. ad loc., p. 234) poses questions on the view that the angels were physical. Where did these bodies come from? Were they born and, if so, 
to whom? Or were they created as adults, like Adam? What happened to the bodies after the angels’ appearance? If the angels’ spirit left the bodies, the 
remains should be corpses like any dead body after its soul departs.

Even if the angels appeared in some sort of pseudo- body that only looked real, why did only some people see them and not others (e.g. Num. 22:31; 2 
Kings 6:17)? Rather, Abarbanel concludes, the angels must have appeared in visions and not physically. For the non- prophets, the visions directly 
impacted the senses and not the intellects. But the angels did not appear physically.

II. Afterlife and Bodies
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Perhaps we can explain Rambam’s reluctance to allow for angelic corporeality and Ramban’s embrace of it based on another debate of theirs. Rambam 
believes that the world- to- come is purely spiritual, a world of souls (Mishneh Torah, Hilkhos Teshuvah 8:2; see also Kuzari 1:109 who agrees). Indeed, his 
emphasis on the incorporeal nature of the afterlife confused many into believing that he rejected a messianic- era resurrection. Rambam clarified that 
while he believes in a general resurrection, that is a one- time event and the eternal afterlife encompasses souls and not bodies.

Raman disagrees (Toras Ha- Adam, Sha’ar Ha- Gemul in Kisvei Ramban, vol. 2 p. 283ff.). He contends that the afterlife occurs during the resurrection era, 
when we have both body and soul. The ultimate reward is given to the complete person, including the body. (See Sefer Ha- Ikkarim 4:30.)

IV. Angels and Afterlife

The Rambam (Mishneh Torah, Hilkhos Teshuvah 8:2), in describing the afterlife, directly compares it to angels today. “The world- to- come has no body or 
torso, just the souls of the righteous without bodies, like angels.” Rambam similarly writes in his Essay on Resurrection, “I believe that the angels are not 
bodies, and that the members of the world- to- come are separated souls, namely intellects” (Halkin tr., p. 215; Kafach ed., p. 76).

If we accept this comparison as authoritative, then Rambam and Ramban are both consistent. According to Rambam, just like the afterlife is entirely 
spiritual without anything physical, so too angels must be entirely without physical representation in this world. The plane of spiritual excellence exists 
solely beyond the physical. Therefore, angels can only appear in visions and never in physical bodies.

However, according to the Ramban, even the afterlife includes physical human existence. Holiness exists both above and below. Therefore, angels can also 
attain physical existence in this world and interact directly and physically with people.

(reposted from Nov ’12)

Conditional Get and a Kohen
by R. Gidon Rothstein

Netziv on When Conditions In a Get Make Problems for a Kohen and His Wife

Click here for the audio version.

On other occasions, we have discussed a man giving a get to his wife with a condition, how to avoid leaving her in marital limbo should he go missing in 
action. Shu”t Meshiv Davar 4;50, dated second day Rosh Chodesh Kislev, 5642 (1881), shows the solution was being used long before there was a State of 
Israel with soldiers who needed these kinds of clauses. It also shows the dangers of bad halachic advice.

A kohen had gone on a long business trip, and left a get to take effect should he not return within three years. While still within the time (so there’s no 
chance she’d divorced yet), he realized circumstances were going to prevent his return, although he wanted the marriage to continue. He wrote his wife, 
asking her to tear up the get (remember the stakes here: he’s a kohen, which means if the get takes effect, they can never remarry).

She went to the rabbi who had arranged the get, and he argued against the idea of tearing up the get [to be charitable to him, he might have worried the 
husband still might disappear, leaving her with no recourse, which was what the get had hoped to avoid.]

The husband eventually made it back, after the three years, and the two would like to stay married. The rabbi writing Netziv had ruled they could (with 
some colleagues; we’ll see their reasons), but others demurred, and warned any children she had henceforth would be offspring of an improper marriage 
for a kohen, making them challalim—denied the privileges of priesthood.

Discussing, Not Ruling

Netziv refuses to offer a ruling, since the people who disagreed are likely of sufficient halachic stature to make counterarguments. Before Netzivcould 
form a definitive opinion, he’d need to hear both sides. To tell us to consult the Sanhedrin, the Torah said ve- darashta ve- higidu lecha, you will inquire and 
they will tell you. It doesn’t say they’ll rule for you; for them to share a view, without an official ruling, also required derisha, thorough investigation, for 
which hearing from both sides is a necessary prerequisite.

What was true of the Sanhedrin applies to him as well, especially on such a serious question as whether a couple can stay together, whether their children 
can serve as or marry kohanim.
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Were the other side to have registered their claims, Netziv reminds his correspondent he would still have had to take caution in arriving at his conclusion. 
Sanhedrin 7b points out how the Torah juxtaposes the prohibition of stairs to ascend to the altar to the obligation to teach and rule on Torah law. Just as a 
ramp makes the kohen take a longer route, the judge has to arrive at his decision slowly and temperately, not by rushing the shortest way possible.

He thinks Sanhedrin 88 laid out a web of courts, with a case starting locally and winding its way to the Great Sanhedrin through several levels of appeals, 
also to ensure judges would deliberate well and slowly. We may be without the system currently, but the care rabbis need to take in determining halachic 
issues remains the same.

He recognizes the option of refraining from any kind of opinion, but decides his caveats suffice, and he can share thoughts which are not a ruling.

Nullifying a Condition in a Get

Even HaEzer 144;4 says a husband and wife can jointly agree to get rid of a condition which would make a get take effect. Netziv says the case must be 
where the husband said me-‘achshav, the get works retroactively once the condition is fulfilled. Where the get takes effect only once the condition is 
fulfilled, the husband could nullify the condition on his own, without her input.

Ramban and Shulchan ‘Aruch’s ruling about where the condition was phrased as ‘al meant, on the condition that, gives him pause. With a get given 
me-‘achshav, as we just saw, Netziv thought they should be able to nullify the condition jointly. With ‘al menat, where the timing of the divorce is not made 
clear (it might happen only once the condition is fulfilled), Netziv thinks perhaps the couple cannot nullify the conditions even when they agree they want 
to.

The problem starts with the mechanism for how the condition is nullified. Usually, we think the person who was supposed to benefit says, “I count it as if it 
happened.” [In our case, she could theoretically say, “it’s as if he came back before the three years were up.”]

Rashi to Ketubbot 2b (and elsewhere) seems to think the strategy ineffective. Still, Netziv thinks we’re allowed to follow Rambam and Shulchan ‘Aruch, 
who accept her declaration of “it’s as if I received” whatever benefit or pleasure the get had required of him [conditions in gittin are often to her benefit—
the couple will be divorced unless the husband gives her a certain sum of money by a certain date, for example]. That’s a general view, halachah accepts 
statements of having received a benefit regardless of the actuality (as in Even HaEzer 38;35, where a woman can say she holds a condition on a marriage 
fulfilled, and the marriage is then in force).

If Only She Spoke Up

Unfortunately, she did not nullify the condition (which her rabbi could have told her to do). Mechillat ha- tenai, foregoing a condition by saying the person 
accepts it as if it were fulfilled, happens only with a formal declaration, before witnesses or a court (or, in the case of a get, perhaps just in front of the 
husband; here, it was not a possibility, since his absence was the problem to overcome).

She had written a letter where she gave the impression she wished to stay married to him even if circumstances kept him away longer than the three 
years, that she has no interest in marrying anyone else, but that’s what’s called a gilui da’ata, evidence of her state of mind. Again unfortunately, evidence 
she wanted the condition removed is not the same as her removing that condition, and only the latter has halachic effect and import.

She told the man who had organized the conditional get she wanted to tear it up, but she didn’t in so many words say she wanted to invalidate the 
condition. More, after their conversation, it was not destroyed, which raises the possibility he convinced her not to get rid of the condition either. That 
raises enough of a doubt to make us unsure she stayed firm in her plan to push off the get’s taking effect.

He closes with the only remaining hope, there might be some salient information he has not yet been told, which would let them stay together. If not, their 
bad halachic means the two have to separate and find other ways to spend the rest of their lives

Brit Milah and Korban Pesach
Halakhic Positions of Rav Joseph B. Soloveitchik

by R. Aharon Ziegler

It is not coincidental that the Yom Tov of Pesach always follows parashat Tzav. The practice of reading particular selections from the Torah in connection 
with a specific holiday dates back to Moshe Rabbeinu. Tzav is read before Pesach, Bamidbar before Shavu’ot, Devarim before Tisha B’av, and Nitzavim 
before Rosh HaShana.
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The reason for reading Parashat Tzav before Pesach is because Vayikra and Tzav contain many descriptions of Korbanot (sacrifices). While most of them 
are Korbanot offered by individuals, the Korban Pesach, as the first communal Korban represents a shift. It serves as a key to the redemption of our 
people because it emphasizes the sense of community among Klal Yisrael.

Only two positive Mitzvot in the Torah carry within them the penalty of “Karet”, (heavenly death), for non-observance; the Korban Pesach and Brit Milah 
(circumcision). We can understand the penalty for not observing Brit Milah because it is the mark of identification of male Jews, which sets us apart from 
all other nations. However, why should the failure to offer the Korban Pesach carry such a severe penalty? Regarding all other positive Mitzvot, if we fail 
to fulfill them, we receive no reward, but we are not punished either. Why should the Torah impose such a severe penalty for failure to offer the Korban 
Pesach?

Rav Soloveitchik suggested, that the Korban Pesach serves the identical function of Brit Milah throughout our history. It is more than a single positive 
commandment; it is the mark of our collective identity. According to Rashi (Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki, 1040–1105)., only one-fifth of the Jewish People left 
Egypt (Shemot 13:18). Like the Korban Pesach, the journey required a leap of faith. Those who refused to offer the Korban Pesach showed a disbelief in 
GD. These severe transgressions required a severe punishment-Karet. The Korbanot are introduced in Parashat Vayikra and completed in Tzav, coinciding 
with Chag HaPesach, in order to emphasize the element of Emunah and collective experience of a communal endeavor. In this respect, it is the Korban 
Pesach that most openly captures the broader values of Judaism, of Mesirat Nefesh (self-sacrifice) and areivut (interdependency).

Why was it necessary for our people to offer this sacrifice at the moment of the exodus? The reason the Rav gave, is that a slave usually is focused only 
upon himself and loses interest in his fellow slaves. So the purpose of the collective Korban, is to instill in us the feeling of compassion upon each other, 
and It symbolizes our surrender as Jews to the will of HaShem. GD remembers how we followed him into the desert, shed our status as slaves and became 
a community of GD. This is why the Korban Pesach was so important, and why failure to offer it resulted in Karet-being ripped away from Jewish destiny. 
These are the thoughts that should come to our mind at the Seder when we eat that last piece of precious Matzah, the “Afikoman”, which represents the 
Korban Pesach of our time.

Murder in a Synagogue
by R. Gil Student

I. Desecration

Over the past few decades, the Jewish people has experienced an extraordinary number of terrorist attacks. While all evoke great pain over the loss, two 
stand out as carrying unique significance. In 2014, a terrorist entered a synagogue in the Har Nof neighborhood in Jerusalem and killed people who were 
praying, including the great tzaddik, Rav Moshe Twersky hy”d. And a little over a week ago, a terrorist in Pittsburgh committed a similar act. The offense 
to humanity is compounded by the sacrilege, the disruption and disparagement of a house of worship which all good people should respect.

On ideological, emotional and psychological levels, there are reasons to return to a synagogue in which a brutal murder took place and reasons not to 
return. For example, on the one hand, praying in such a place shows that we will not back down. On the other hand, returning can raise troubling images 
and serve as a distraction from the prayer. Personally, I lean toward returning in strength but understand those who disagree. On a halakhic level, the 
question can be raised whether we may pray in a place where a grievous sin was committed.

II. Murder in Shul

Sadly, synagogues have been the place of tragedies for centuries, particularly but not exclusively during the Crusades. I found a teshuvah about an 1836 
murder in a synagogue in Altona, Germany. The city did not allow for private minyanim with one exception — Rav Ya’akov Emden was allowed to have his 
own minyan. However, community leadership pressured the attendees to go to the big shul occasionally, presumably to remain part of the broader 
community. One time, one of the more meticulous attendees at this private minyan reluctantly went to the main shul in town and saw someone treat the 
shul disrespectfully by smoking a pipe at the entrance during services. This man objected and knocked the pipe out of the other man’s mouth. This other 
man then pulled out a knife and stabbed the first man fatally — in shul.

Apparently, there was insufficient evidence to convict the killer so the local (gentile) court was willing to acquit him if he swore his innocence. The 
perpetrator’s rabbi ruled that he was allowed to swear falsely to save his life. Rav Emden wrote this responsum (She’eilas Ya’avetz 2:9) to argue that this 
murderer, even if penitent, must be punished and may not swear falsely in court. This responsum does not address our question although because this was
the large shul in Altona, presumably we would have heard if it was subsequently abandoned due to the murder.

III. Worse In Shul
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Rav Yisrael Isserlein (Terumas Ha- Deshen 2:210) was asked about a man who allegedly pushed and injured another intentionally while circling the 
synagogue during Hoshanos on Sukkos. Rav Isserlein considered the testimony showing intent insufficient to punish the violent man. However, he 
believed that this case could not be ignored because doing so might lead to further injury in shul and even people refraining from attending. It was not 
just that the man hurt someone else — he did it in shul. He disgraced the sanctity of the place and the Torah scroll, which was held in the center of the 
synagogue during Hoshanos.

Rav Shmuel de Modena (Responsa Maharshdam, Yoreh De’ah 98) discussed a man who hit another in synagogue. Anyone who raises his hand against 
another is called wicked. Compounding the sin is that he did it in shul. Maharshdam compares this to the case of someone who insults a friend in the 
presence of a Torah scholar. The Talmud (Sanhedrin 99b) calls such a man a heretic because he lacks respect for a Torah scholar. Maharshdam suggests 
the same applies to someone who commits a grievous sin in a shul — his disrespect for the holiness of the place is sacrilegious.

IV. Prayer During Sin

Nearly thirty years ago, I asked Rav Hershel Schachter whether a person may remain in a room where mixed dancing is taking place. He answered in the 
negative, quoting a Gemara in Avodah Zarah (18b) which discusses the first verse in Tehillim: “Happy is the man who has not walked in the counsel of the 
wicked, nor stood in the way of sinners, nor sat in the seat of the scornful” (Ps. 1:1). Asks the Gemara (Koren Steinsaltz translation/ expansion):

“Since he did not walk in the counsel of the wicked, how could he stand with them? And since he did not stand, how could he sit with 
them? And since he did not sit with them, how could he have scorned? Since he never joined the company of the wicked, he would have 
no reason to be involved with them in any manner. Rather, the verse serves to say to you that if he walked with the wicked, he will 
ultimately stand with them. And if he stood with them, he will ultimately sit in their company, and if he sat, he will ultimately scorn along 
with them.”

Rav Schachter said that we see from here that clearly you cannot sit with people while they are engaging in a sin. I later found that Rav Moshe Schick 
offers a similar answer to someone who asked whether he could occasionally attend a synagogue with innovations (choir, bimah in front), which his job 
required (Responsa Maharam Schick, Orach Chaim 71). Rav Schick quotes Makkos (5b) that those who join with sinners are also sinners. He also points 
to Yoma (70a) which says that seeing a mitzvah is also a mitzvah. Similarly, he argues, seeing a sin is also a sin.

However, regarding a similar case, Rav Azriel Hildesheimer permitted a shochet to attend a shul with forbidden innovations until he could find a new job 
(Responsa Rabbi Azriel, Yoreh De’ah 187). I have also seen in the Halachically Speaking periodical by R. Moshe David Lebovits that Rav Yisrael Belsky 
permitted attendance at a gathering where mixed dancing is occurring (although you may not watch for other reasons). All this addresses intentionally 
attending a synagogue while a sin is occurring. Our issue is attending subsequently, long after the sin took place.

V. After the Fact

Rav Eliyahu Mizrachi (Responsa, no. 81) addresses such a case. In a synagogue in Aragon, Spain, witnesses discovered the shamash doing improper 
things with a young man inside the sanctuary.1 People announced that because such a terrible sin was committed there, everyone is forbidden to pray 
there, to recite any sacred prayers or even to bring a Torah scroll there.

Rav Mizrachi strongly disagrees. He points out that the Greeks brought idols into the Temple in Jerusalem (Avodah Zarah 52b). Despite that, the Temple 
returned to its sanctity. Additionally, Rav Mizrachi notes that most Christians of the day kept icons in their homes. For Jews, those statues constitute idols. 
Yet no one would suggest that a Jew who buys a home from a Christian can never pray in that home. Rather, regardless of what once occurred in a place, 
it can be subsequently used for prayer.

While some dispute the permission to turn a house of idol worship into a synagogue, in other cases all agree that it may be done. Therefore, a synagogue 
where even a grievous sin like murder occurs does not lose its sanctity. A wicked person can generate great pain but his impact has limits — he cannot 
permanently damage the beauty of a synagogue. We cannot allow enemies of God and the Jews to triumph over the good and the holy.

1. Ba’er Heitev 151:1 and Bi’ur Halakhah 151 s.v. kalus rosh quote responsum 79 and say the shamash was caught with a young woman. I checked 
the first edition and the responsum is 79 there, as opposed to the 1958 edition which has one additional responsum and skips a number, thereby 
placing 79 as 81. However, both editions have it as a young man, not a young woman. ↩

Announcements before Shemoneh Esrei of Ma’ariv
by R. Daniel Mann
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Question: I thought that at Ma’ariv of Rosh Chodesh (or other times there is something new to say), the gabbai calls out “Ya’aleh V’Yavo” (=YVY) before 
Shemoneh Esrei. But in many shuls, someone just bangs. Which way is correct?

Answer: While all agree that semichat geula l’tefilla (connecting the beracha of “Ga’al Yisrael” to Shemoneh Esrei) is important at Shacharit, not all agree 
regarding Ma’ariv (see Berachot 9b). Since the conclusion is that it does apply at Ma’ariv, one may not talk before Shemoneh Esrei of Ma’ariv (Shulchan 
Aruch, Orach Chayim 236:2).

Nevertheless, the Rashba (Shut I, 293) justified a minhag to call out “Rosh Chodesh” before Shemoneh Esrei at night. He reasons that talking for the 
needs of tefilla is not considered a hefsek and that the fact that Ma’ariv is an optional prayer reduces the severity of such a break. Indeed we rule that 
pertinent announcements are permitted at Ma’ariv (Shulchan Aruch ibid.), but not at Shacharit (Taz, OC 114:2).

The Maharashal (see Bach, OC 236) disagrees with the Rashba. He argues that the only speech permitted between geula and tefilla is reciting things 
instituted by the Rabbis (such as Hashkiveinu and Baruch Hashem L’Olam). He posits that Ma’ariv is no longer optional because Klal Yisrael accepted it as 
binding, and that in any case, in the midst of tefilla, even if it were optional, one may not make a break. The Mishna Berura is among those who bring no 
dissenters on the Shulchan Aruch’s permission to announce YVY at Ma’ariv, and this is the standard approach presented by contemporary Ashkenazi 
tefilla compendiums (see Ishei Yisrael 28:24; Tefilla K’hilchata 19:20).

Some poskim, though, cite minhagim which do not permit calling out “YVY.” The K’tzot Hashulchan (27:5) cites the Ba’al Hatanya’s siddur as forbidding 
it; the Kaf Hachayim (OC 236:17) says that the minhag in Yerushalayim was against it, and the Yalkut Yosef (OC 422:2) rules this way. One explanation 
(see Kaf Hachayim ibid.) of these counter minhagim is that they are concerned that the Maharashal, not the Rashba, is right. It is perhaps more likely that 
it is a shame to allow speaking when there are effective, preferable alternatives.

As you mentioned, many suffice with simple banging, as in many shuls everyone understands what they are hinting at. Producing sounds, like other forms 
of non- speech hints, is not a hefsek in davening except for in Shemoneh Esrei and the first parasha of Kri’at Shema (Shulchan Aruch, OC 653:6; Mishna 
Berura 104:1). It is likely that the minhag of banging developed not as a rejection of the possibility of announcing, but out of a realization that, in some 
shuls, it is unnecessary.

Another alternative (see Magen Avraham 114:2, in a related context; Kaf Hachayim ibid.) is for one who gets up to YVY in Shemoneh Esrei to remind 
others by saying those words out loud. While one generally should not daven Shemoneh Esrei out loud, it is permitted for one davening at home when 
there is a reason for it (Shulchan Aruch, OC 101:2). In shul we are concerned that this will disturb others (ibid.). However, it is hard to have such an 
objection when one person is saying two words to help the tzibbur. An advantage of this system is that the reminder comes closer to the time people 
recite YVY, and is in that way more effective. Do note that some consider saying words of Shemoneh Esrei out loud to be disrespectful (see opinions in 
Dirshu 422:2), at least if not done by someone appropriate like a gabbai or the chazan (Halichot Shlomo, Mo’adim p. 1). There is often a technical problem 
– if the one saying out loud does not start early or daven faster than others, many will get to YVY before him.

In summary, there are three legitimate ways to remind people to recite YVY, each with advantages and disadvantages, some of which depend on the shul 
(e.g., if people understand the bang). Since people have seen each system, many shuls develop a hodgepodge of practices, which is neither great nor 
terrible. If the rav has not set a policy, any alternative is fine.

The Jewish People as Shabbat’s Partner
by R. Gidon Rothstein

Bereshit Rabbah 11 has a quote of R. Shim’on b. Yochai, where he portrays Shabbat as complaining to Hashem over her lack of a partner; Hashem 
promises her the Jewish people will be her partner. At Sinai, Hashem reminds the Jews of the commitment, when Hashem says zachor et yom ha- Shabbat 
le- kadesho, remember Shabbat to declare it sanctified.

Shabbat Rejects Aristotelianism

Aristotelians cannot believe in any difference in how Hashem approaches the world from one day or era to the next, because “all” Hashem does is provide 
energy, in their view. Shabbat becomes an important way for Jews to show we disagree, since we desist from creative labor to commemorate Hashem’s 
changed effect on the world once the six days of Creation ended.

Whatever “rest” or ceasing creating means regarding Hashem (R. Arama thinks Hashem is still mechadesh the world daily; mechadesh means renew, but 
R. Arama implies there’s more to it than just keeping the laws of Nature going), the word indicates Hashem shaped the world at one level of activity and 
involvement before the first Shabbat, some other one after. Each time we rest on Shabbat, we assert our belief in a Gd Who interacts with the world in 
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various ways, more actively or less, and is certainly not limited to passive provision of the life force of unbreakable laws of Nature.

The Activity of Shabbat

Shabbat’s interest in a partner started with its distaste for being set up as a negative space, defined by its lack of action. The path to perfection always 
takes action, R. Arama says, which told Shabbat it was being consigned to an inherently imperfect role. Ketubbot 59a says idleness leads to shi’amum 
(today translated as boredom, but the Gemara meant something worse), and for happiness, the soul must operate, actively, at its highest level. Similarly, 
the Jews are praised for their commitment to act according to the Torah at Sinai, where they said na’aseh ve- nishma, we will act and (then) we will listen. 
The action mattered most, in R. Arama’s reading.

To assuage Shabbat’s sense of being relegated to a day of what we do not do, Hashem tells her the Jewish people will partner with the day, with positive 
requirements, shemirat Shabbat, observing Shabbat, as well as shevitah, desisting from creative labors. Shemot 31;16 says ve- shameru, to observe, 
Shabbat la’asot, to do Shabbat, to give it an active component.

[I have a vivid memory of getting the sense, growing up, of Shabbat as full of “don’t’s,” and spending time searching for a sense of its “do”s. It continues 
to be an issue in many Jewish communities today, from what I can tell.]

R. Arama’s idea of active Shabbat observance is for Jews to focus Shabbat on acquiring the knowledge embedded in the day, knowledge of the world’s 
having been created ex nihilo, with full free Divine Will (not as a subject of any laws, nature or other). Since (as he’s said before), these truths also 
underlie any idea of reward and punishment, the Midrash says Hashem reminded the Jews about the promise to pair them with Shabbat just before the 
Giving of the Torah at Sinai, since Torah cannot work without reward and punishment.

When we recognize the day on the way in and out (by saying kiddush and havdalah, paying attention to what we mean), and then desist from any 
distractions, spend the time in prayer and other ways of feeling Hashem’s Presence (as if Shabbat were our spouse and we are finally fortunate enough to 
spend some time together), R. Arama thinks (and thinks Ibn Ezra might have said it before him) those very actions declare our acknowledgment of 
Creation ex nihilo and all that comes with it.

[R. Arama is here very out of step with many Jews today, who try to emphasize the technical and back- pedal or downplay the theological. In his view, 
acquiring the correct view of Hashem’s interactions with the world, which then also lead to a proper idea of reward and punishment, is the way we keep 
Shabbat.]

Shabbat and the Continuing Creativity of the World

I am skipping the questions R. Arama raises about the Torah’s description of the first Shabbat (starting with the word ve- yechulu), to go straight to his 
answers. There were three phases to creation, he says. First, Hashem brought chomer ha- hiyuli, basic fundamental matter, into being, from absolute 
nothingness [which, let us remember, is why R. Arama is sure of Hashem’s complete freedom, since Hashem made the whole system].

The six days of Creation were for this basic fundamental matter to be turned into the building blocks of our physical world (Hashem was telling the 
material created ex nihilo to form, shape, and convert itself into heavens and earth, separate land and water, etc.). From there, starting on the seventh 
day, the world continued on its own, different primary substances uniting and dividing, making new materials or objects.

A World Which Continuingly Develops

This all started on the seventh day, which the Torah said was when Hashem desisted, because the world doing its own thing was the goal of creation. 
Shabbat was when Hashem stopped a certain kind of input into the world, but the world itself was just getting started.

In an aside, he parallels what happens here to what happens in the building of the Mishkan. The call for donations from the people are like the creation of 
ex nihilo material; Betzalel and his crew put the materials together into a Mishkan, which can only then perform its real purpose. The celebration of the 
dedication of the Mishkan (like the end of the six days of Creation) marked the end of the preparatory stages, inaugurated its real functioning.

Bereshit Rabbah 68 tells of a woman asking R. Yehoshu’a what Hashem does all day now that Creation has ended. R. Yehoshu’a tells her Hashem is 
making matches, which she thought [as do some people who give divrei Torah at wedding celebrations] R. Yehoshu’a meant Hashem finds ways to 
introduce people who will marry. R. Arama thinks he really meant Hashem is helping different combinations of materials occur, to have the world build, 
grow, and develop, its true purpose.

Since Hashem is still involved, the verse says va- yechulu, were completed (in the passive). Only on the seventh day, when Hashem finished shaping the 
world by setting it on its continuing and somewhat more independent path of formation, did the Torah use the active verb va- yechal Elokim, Hashem 
completed. Nor was completion a cessation of change, since (as we’ve just seen) development and growth is part of the world’s purpose. Hashem stopped 
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only melachah, which R. Arama is reading as the basic building blocks of the world, leaving much creation and development—the most important—to start 
and continue forever after. [This is a remarkably modern idea, especially since some people portray traditionalists as unable to tolerate or accept evidence 
of the earth’s changes over the years, geological and evolutionary; R. Arama anticipates the idea, puts it centrally in his view of the world].

The Gd of the Six Days, Transitioning Into a New Stage

The berachah given the seventh day recognized the new element of Shabbat, it’s being the first day of the rest of the world. The kedushah of Shabbat, 
often translated as sanctity, was also to recognize the achievement of the end of one kind of creation, from which Hashem indeed desisted.

R. Arama also expresses what happened in the move from the six days of Creation to Shabbat as the difference between a time in which Hashem acted 
completely against Nature [I think he means Nature was not yet in place, as Hashem was setting it up; he has to mean something like that, since he 
earlier made a point of noticing the use of Elokim throughout the six days, which he had said referred to Hashem Who acts through general laws of 
Nature, rather than the more individualized attention of the four letter Name].

With Shabbat, that phase of world history ended. [Some scientists today talk about the very beginning of the world as operating under different laws of 
physics. Of course, they speak of the first fractions of a second, but the idea is there, supposedly unchanging Nature operating one way at one point, then 
settling down into a more regular pattern].

Shabbat Takes Us to the World to Comme

Shabbat 10b depicts a conversation between Hashem and Moshe, where Hashem says Shabbat is a great gift for the Jewish people. R. Arama thinks the 
gift was in the weekly human Shabbat leading to the future, hidden Shabbat (I think he means the World to Come, which he will speak of in a moment, but 
not again refer to as the future Shabbat).

The restrictions the Torah places on people, guiding Jews to lives of perishut (abstinence, by which I think he means learning not to get overly enmeshed 
in the physical) and kedushah, which he defines as learning the right de’ot, ideas and perspectives of the world. The qualities produce a nation whom 
Yeshayahu 60;21 could characterize as kulam tzaddikim, all righteous, whom Sanhedrin 90b could say all have a share in the World to Come.

It starts with Shabbat, our partner. As we weekly re- acknowledge the truths Shabbat embodies, we are led on the path to our best success. (He includes a 
homiletic idea I like; since Shabbat is our partner, sort of like a spouse, we inherit what she has to give, why Chaza”l use the phrase nochalei ha-‘olam ha- 
ba, those who inherit the World to Come).

Four she’arim are a tiny portion of the whole ‘Akedat Yitzchak, but this ends his presentation of Creation (he still has much to say about people and how 
they work, in the coming she’arim). I am going to take next week to review some of the main ideas we’ve seen, to try to express R. Arama’s view of 
Creation, as we’ve seen it so far, in a more concise, condensed, and concentrated way. After that, we’ll move on the fifth sha’ar.

Fish and Meat
by R. Ari Enkin

It was once believed that eating fish and meat together was the cause of a terrible skin condition and was extremely dangerous to one’s health.1 As such, 
the rabbis instituted a prohibition against eating fish and meat together.2 It is forbidden to eat fish and poultry together, as well.3

Although nowadays there are no known health concerns about eating fish and meat together, the ban against doing still applies. This is true even though 
what was unhealthy in the past may not be unhealthy nowadays and vice versa. In fact, in Talmudic times it was believed that rotten fish was good for 
you!4 It is noted that the Rambam does not cite the prohibition against eating fish and meat, leading many to believe that he permitted it. So too, some 
authorities argue that times have changed, and what was unhealthy or dangerous in ancient times might not be so today.5 There is also an opinion that 
the prohibition against mixing fish and meat only applied to a specific species of fish whose identity is no longer known.6

Fish and meat should not be baked together in an oven at the same time unless both pots are covered well. This is because taste, via the steam, could 
spread from one to the other.7 The dishes used for eating fish and meat, however, may be interchanged, and hence, there is no need for special “fish 
dishes.”8 One may even cook or roast fish in meat utensils.9
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One should use a new plate, fork, and knife (or other utensil) when switching from fish to meat,10 or meat to fish, at the same meal due to the residue that 
may remain on the utensil. Both foods, however, may be on the table at the same time. One person may even eat fish while another eats meat, and there is 
no need for any separation as is done when milk and meat are eaten at the same table.11 The prohibition against mixing fish and meat is unlike the one 
against mixing milk and meat. It is only forbidden to eat fish and meat together. A waiting period, however, is not necessary between the two.

One may use a clean meat knife to slice onions that will be cooked with fish. Even if fish and meat were actually cooked together in the same pot, the pot 
remains kosher, although the food may not be eaten. Some communities are very strict about mixing fish and meat, and even require one to wash one’s 
hands12 and mouth13 between fish and meat courses. However, one can “wash” one’s mouth by merely taking a drink or eating something in between the 
fish and meat. Common custom is to use scotch or liquer for this purpose, especially at festive meals.14 Some say that drinking water after fish is 
dangerous,15 though most people are not particular about this nowadays.16 Some authorities hold that one should wash one’s hands even if one ate with a 
fork and one’s hands are clean.17

These rules pose serious concerns to lovers of Worcestershire sauce, a popular steak sauce that includes anchovies in its ingredients. The resolution of 
this problem is actually quite interesting. According to halacha, when something is less than one-sixtieth of a mixture, it is almost always considered 
insignificant and nullified. For example, if a tiny drop of milk falls into a big pot of chicken soup, the chicken soup remains permitted, as the milk content 
of the soup is less than one-sixtieth. So too, there are Worcestershire sauces in which the anchovy content is so small that it is considered insignificant 
and therefore permitted to be used with steaks.18 Sadly, Lea and Perrins brand Worcestershire sauce contain large anchovy content and may not be used 
with steaks.

On a related topic, it is customary in many Sephardic and Chassidic communities not to eat fish and milk together (e.g., lox and cream cheese).19 This is 
because it was once believed that eating fish and milk together was dangerous to one’s health.20 This is, of course, not true, and normative halacha 
permits one to mix fish and milk.21 It is also permitted to fry fish in butter.22 This custom is only a stringency and is not halachically binding. In fact, some 
suggest that the custom actually originated as the result of a sloppy a printer’s error.23 Speaking of fish, it is interesting to note that our sages teach that 
tuna or salmon from the Atlantic Ocean will not taste the same as those from the Pacific Ocean.24
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